
 

 

 
REBECCA SIVE:  Speaker, Advocate, and Author of: 
  
Every Day Is Election Day: A Woman's Guide to Winning Any Office, from 
the PTA to the White House 
Available from Independent Publishers Group and wherever fine books 
are sold, including Amazon, Barnes & Noble, iTunes and IndieBound. 
 

  
 

"delightful and visionary," "knowledgeable and entertaining," "a lively, provocative, 
and deeply thoughtful speaker on the subject of women’s leadership" 

 
Rebecca Sive, Lecturer at Chicago Harris School of Public Policy, University of Chicago, Huffington Post 
contributor, former business executive and member of the Illinois Human Rights Commission, speaks about the 
importance -- to any woman who seeks greater public or professional stature and influence -- of building political 
power. Rebecca's inspirational presentations and workshops include: 
 

 Women who run and win: What they know, and how they did it.  

 Running the world one-step at a time: how to become a public leader while 
making the world a better place for women and girls.  

 Build your professional brand and stature and change the world. 
 
Rebecca shares strategies for success, such as: building a resonant public leadership message and brand, 
garnering and sustaining influence with key political decisionmakers, choosing the right organizations to lead, 
allying oneself with causes that benefit women and girls in business and other leadership settings, and developing 
networks of politically savvy and influential peers who are your (constant, enthusiastic) advocates. 
 
Rebecca has spoken at: Starbucks HQ, AGL Resources, Mesirow Financial, Publicis Groupe, (Navigant  
Consulting, 2/15), the Women's Funding Network (an international association of 160 grant-making funds),  
University of Washington law school and women's center, Roosevelt Institute, National Conference of State 
Legislatures Women's Network, TEDx Carleton College, Center for Women and Democracy, [The] Ohio State 
University, University of Chicago, and the Chicago Foundation for Women, Seattle Girls School and the YWCA.  

Rebecca co-founded one of the nation's first women's centers and was among organizers of women's issues 
agendas for Presidents Clinton and Obama. In recognition of her business and public leadership, Rebecca has 
received distinguished achievement awards from her undergraduate alma mater, Carleton College, and from the 
University of Illinois (from which she received an M.A. in American History), the United Negro College Fund, 
Jaycees and the YWCA. She is listed in Feminists Who Changed America, University of Illinois Press (2006).  

Video: Rebecca is featured on Cspan's Book Talk and gave a keynote to the international convention of the Women's 
Funding Network. Audio: Rebecca has been interviewed by a number of NPR affiliates. Here she is at KUOW. Huffington 
Post contributor: Rebecca's writing on the women who make U.S. laws, policy and history is here. Rebecca's University of 
Chicago page is here. Rebecca's bio is here. Media contact here. Endorsements of Rebecca's work may be found at: 

www.rebeccasive.com. To contact Rebecca, write to: rebecca@rebeccasive.com, or call: (312) 397-9857. 
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